**My Position:** I am on the CON team proving Akhenaten was a self-serving heretic and his extremist ways set a dangerous course for future pharaohs to live by.

Or…

**My Position:** I am on the PRO team proving that Akhenaten was a visionary, an early prophet of sorts, and as a pharaoh, he had every right to challenge the high priests’ excessive power.

**Sample Color Coding Key:**
Orange=Religion
Blue=Art
Red=Military
Purple=Capital City
Brown=Political/Impact of Rule
Green=Early Life/Biography & Family

**Source #1:**

- Akhenaten built temples that were open to let the light in. This allowed Aten to be there, but he changed the tradition of temples being closed off and dark.
- Only Akhenaten and his family could worship Aten. This angered the priests. All of Egypt’s people had to worship Akhenaten, and it was through him that they would be able to reach Aten.